Abstract -We give a development of universal lossy data compression based on a lossy version of the Kraft inequality. As an application, we evaluate the performance of universal mixture codebooks.
I. INTRODUCTION
Suppose data are generated by a random source {X,} taking values in a general alphabet A. If A is finite, we can losslessly encode any data string x; = (x1,x,,. . . , x,) using a variable length code $" : A" -+ {0,1}*. The compression performance of is described by its length-function
Ln(x;f) = length of [$n(z;) (e) For any code (C,,!,) 
there is a probability measure Qn on A" such that (+) Give: any "admissible" sequence of probability measures {Qn} on A", there is a sequence of codes {(C",!")} operating at distortion level D, such that, eventually with prob. 1, !,(X;) 5 -log, Q n ( B ( X T , D ) ) + (1 + E ) log, n bits.
l,(x;) 2 -log, Q n ( B ( x ; , D ) ) bits, for all 2;". The assumption of "admissibility" is simply the requirement that random codebooks generated according to the measures { Q n } do not yield codes with infinite rate. Also, if for a given sequence of measures {Q"} more detailed information is available on the asymptotic behavior of the "code-lengths'' !n(XP) E -log2 Q n ( B ( X ; , 0)))
(1) then more precise statements can be made about the redundancy achieved by the corresponding codes [l] .
In view of the codes-measures correspondence implied by the lossy Kraft inequality, we are led to optimize the approximate code lengths (1). Let
where the infimum is over all probability measures Qn on A". 
where R,(D) is the nth order rate-distortion function.
(ii) If the infimum in (2) is achieved by some gn and K n ( D ) < CO, then for any probability measure Qn on A" and any k > 0:
So far, n o assumptions have been made on the source distribution or the distortion measures pn. Next, let {X,} be an i.i.d. source over a finite alphabet A , let A also be finite, and suppose the pn are single letter distortion measures. Consider codes generate by mixture codebooks or Bayesian codebooks, i.e., random codebooks according to mixture measures:
Next we show that the redundancy of the mixture codebooks asymptotically does not exceed M ( d / 2 ) log, n bits, where d = IAl -1 is the dimension of the simplex of distributions on A. Therefore, the price paid for universality is about (l/2) log, n bits per degree of freedom. In view of some recent results by Yang and Zhang, this rate appears to be optimal. 
